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Information on thousands of scholarships, grants, and prizes is easily accessible in this revised

directory with more than 700 new listings that feature awards indexed by career goal, major,

academics, public service, talent, athletics, religion, ethnicity, and more. Each detailed listing

contains all the necessary information for students and parents to complete the application process,

including eligibility requirements, how to obtain an application, how to get more information about

each award, sponsor website listings, award amounts, and key deadlines. With scholarships for

high school, college, graduate, and adult students, this guide also includes tips on how to conduct

the most effective search, how to write a winning application, and how to avoid scams.
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I bought this book to look for scholarships for my high school child who will be going to college.

Well, come to realize after reading through and scanning all the scholarships offered, only a small

percentage are for high school students trying to raise money for college. Out of the 2043

scholarships they offer in this book by categories such as: General, Humanities/Arts, Social

Sciences, Sciences, State of Residence, Membership, Ethnicity and Disability, I could only find 73

scholarships that she "might" be eligible for. They are almost all for small amounts- $1,000 or less

also. It is a lot of work, for very little reward. There are less than 5 scholarships that are over

$10,000 and the competition is fierce. A very large majority of the scholarships offered in this book



are for college students, grad students, and adult students. I liked the book because it gives me a

good "starting point", but I would say look for something geared more toward high school if that's

what you need.

One of the biggest complaints about scholarship books is that you won't find enough scholarships. It

is true that not every scholarship in this book will be applicable to you, but there are several reasons

why I think this is the best of the bunch. First, you WILL find many, many scholarships that fit you. It

will take some time, but it's definitely worth the effort and the way that this book is organized makes

it as easy as it could be. Second, what this book has that others don't is information on what to do

once you find the scholarships--tips on how to win the awards. I highly recommend this book to any

student who is looking for money to pay for school.

This book is fantastic. The sheer amount of information and number of scholarships is a great tool to

have at your fingertips. Not to mention that, in my opinion, it's grouped together well so that you can

find scholarships that apply to you without having to work too hard. I most definitely recommend this

to anyone who is going to attend college or helping someone attend college. It's not free like

scholarship websites, but it does have tons more in it than those sites ever could.My only problem

comes from downright wrong information. I'm aware that fact checking a book like this would be

almost impossible and that the writers probably rely on information given to them. But, I feel it has to

be said. When checking out some of the sites I was eligible for, I noticed that the deadline dates in

the books were sometimes wrong. For example, it stated that the deadline for a certain scholarship

was March 31st, but when I went to the website, it was actually on March 15. Not a huge mistake,

but one that could cost someone some college money. Another problem is the websites

themselves. Some are so difficult to find the actual scholarship that I found myself using Google to

find them instead of the provided website. Another website was nonexistent. Also, more than one of

the scholarships listed actually hadn't existed for a couple of years (this one in particular had been

defunct since 2007).All-in-all, this book is incredible. It does have its flaws, but they are nowhere

near bad enough to prevent this book from being amazing. Buy it! You won't regret it.

I love this book. The information is up to date and complete and you get everything you need in one

place to apply for scholarships. What I don't like about some of the other scholarship books is that

they have scholarships that are only applicable if you attend a specific college. This book doesn't

waste space on those types of limiting scholarships. Instead it has scholarships that are open no



matter which college you attend. I think it's probably the best $20 you can spend to find scholarships

you can win!

As one reviewer pointed out, the title of the this book is misleading - very little info on sending your

high school kid to college.But worse yet, most of the 5-star reviews are fake, written by the authors.

Click through to 'see all my reviews,' and each 'reviewer' wrote about 5 reviews, all 5 stars, and

each for books written by Gen and/or Kelly Tanabe.Shameful. Avoid this book.Note - I posted this

on Jan 16, 2011, so I'm sure the authors will respond to this outing by attempting to tone down their

fake 5-star reviews.

This book is definitely thick! I had originally stumbled upon this book when I was researching

different scholarships online and had exhausted all my resources with the search engines that were

available. There is definitely a lot to go through in this book. I would highly recommend at least

scanning through all of them. Each scholarship listed is very well organized, so it's easy to to so.

You can easily scan for the purpose of the scholarship or who the target students are.While I still

have about a fourth of the book more to scan through, I would say there is a good variety. There are

some scholarships that target high school level, few that target junior high, and some for general

and specific graduate students. If you are a second or third year college undergraduate, I would say

more of the scholarships are targeted for that level. Upon purchasing this book I would also highly

recommend you use their website updates for their scholarships as a supplement. Each scholarship

is given a code in the book that you can enter online and you can click straight from there to the

scholarship website.Overall, I would say it was a good buy. Now let's just hope I can get some of

these scholarships!
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